KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA, GANDHIGRAM , DINDIGUL
CLASS – IV
ENGLISH
The Giving tree
 New words:
Swinging
Delicious
Pluck
Shook
Shade
Business
Sail
Stump
Trip
Recognized
 Fill in the blanks:
The children love to sing loudly. (loud)
Read your lesson silently. (silent)
Throw the ball slowly.(slow)
The tree gave its fruit to the boy happily .(happy)
Do your work neatly. (neat)

Fill in the blanks with the correct word:
1. My mother went to the market and bought a kilogram of apples
(apple/apples), a dozen bananas (banana/bananas) and a dozen oranges
(orange/oranges)
I love oranges .So I ate an orange (orange/oranges ) My brother
wanted abanana (banana/bananas) and my sister asked for an apple
(apple/apples) A tree has one trunk (trunk/trunks) but many
branches (branch/branches) .A branch (branch/branches) has a
number of leaves (leaf/leaves) and flowers (flower/flowers).
 Answer the following questions:
Ques 1: How did the boy enjoy the company of the tree?
Ans: The boy climbed the trunk of the tree, swing on its branches, ate its fruits
and slept under its shade.
Ques 2: How did the tree help the boy earn money?
Ans: The tree told the boy to pluck all the apples and earn money by selling them
in the market.
Ques 3: What did the boy make with the branches of the tree?
Ans: The boy made a house with the branches of the tree.
Ques 4: What did the boy make with the trunk of the tree?
Ans: The boy made a boat with the trunk of the tree.
Ques 5: How was the stump of the tree useful?
Ans: The stump of the tree proved to be useful by offering the old man a peaceful
place to sit and rest.
Ques 6: Why is the play called the “The giving tree”?
Ans: The play is called “the giving tree” because tree always gives something to
the boy to make him happy.

Chintha chettu :Chintha chettu is a tamarind tree. This famous tamarind tree is in Gwalior. It
grows over Tansen’s tomb. Tansen was a great singer people in Gwalior says :“Eat the leaves of this tamarind tree
And you’ll also sing like Tansen!”
 Choose the right word :Chintha chettu is a tamarind tree (tree/leaf) This famous tree is in Gwalior
(Guntur/Gwalior) Tansen was a famous singer (singer/dancer) The tamarind tree
grows over Tansen’s tomb (house/tomb)
“Eat the leaves of the tamarind tree , and you’ll also sing like Tansen
(Tansen/Akbar )

